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 ► Cutting Instructions Fabric A1: 
NOTE - Cutting your T-Templates: We added an extra 
cut line around each template so you could easily cut 
around the templates before cutting each template to 
the actual size with your rulers. This makes it a little 
easier to handle several layer of fabric in a stack when 
cutting small pieces.  

Step 4: Cut (6) 5-1/2” by 42” strips, from Fabric A1. Stack the 
strips facing right-side-up. Using T-Template C and T-Template D. 
Then Crosscut (7) pieces with each template. [42 Total per 
Template]

Step 5: The Creative Grids Templates C 
& D are used to complete the cutting for 
each stack of (6) pieces. 
NOTE - Paper clips can be used to keep the template and fabric pieces 
together while trimming to the actual cut size with a straight edge rule if 
you don’t have the Creative Grids Templates.

Step 6: Place Template D in Bag AL, and Template C in Bag BR.

 ► Cutting Instructions Fabric A2 & A3: 
NOTE - Cutting your T-Templates: Extra cut lines were added around 
T-Template E as well to help simplify the cutting process.  

Step 7: Cut (4) 5-1/2” by 42” strips, from each Fabric A2 & A3. Stack 
the strips for each fabric facing  right-side-up and cut (42) pieces from 
each fabric using T-Template E.

Step 8: Stack (6) fabric pieces beneath    
the Creative Grids Template E and complete 
the trimming to the actual size of the 
Template.
NOTE -  Paper Clips: If you are using the paper templates use 
paper clips to hold the templates in place.

Step 9: Mark, and sew each TRP Line ..... with a basting 
stitch length 2.8. Place the pieces cut from Fabric A2 into 
Unit Bag AL and the pieces cut from Fabric A3 into Unit 
Bag AR. You no longer need Bag 5.  

DWR Template C DWR Template D

Fabric A2

Fabric A3

 █ STRIP PIECING UNIT AR & BL: EACH 
STRIP SET YIELDS (7) ARCS

Swatches: A small fabric swatch should be cut off the end of 
each strip before you begin the strip piecing. The fabric swatches 
are paired up with the section numbers on each unit. One fabric 
swatch is glued to each section on the first piece of your foundation 
paper for each Unit AR & BL. This should be done with each Ring 
Color Set.

 ►  Unit AR:
Position Strip #1, (Color 5) and Strip #2, (Color 6) right-
sides-together on your table.  (Color 5) is on the top. 

Step 1: Position the 
foundation papers for 
Unit AR right-side-up onto 
the wrong-side of Color 
5. Center Sec. 1 over the 
fabric, lining up the dashed 

line located next to Line 1 with the 
raw edge of both fabric strips. Place a 
couple pins in each piece to secure the 
pieces before you sew. The papers are 
positioned about 1/4” apart. Each strip 
is long enough to fit (7) units. If you 
don’t get seven pieces, re-adjust the 
distance between each foundation unit 
and make them fit.

NOTE - Spacing the Units: The extra 
space between each paper is needed 
so the papers can be pressed and 
cut apart after the papers have been 
sewn onto the fabric strips.

Step 2: Carry the strips and 
papers to your machine. Start 
sewing on Line 1, stopping just 
before you get 
to the bottom of 
the third piece. 

NOTE - Adding the Papers while Sewing: Once you 
figure out the process you can actually add the papers 
onto the strips as you sew instead of pinning them 
onto the papers.  When sewing the papers onto the 
fabric strips, position them onto the strips as straight 
as possible.

Step 3:  When you are done sewing, carry the 
strips and papers over to your ironing board. 
Position the paper face down. Finger press the 
seam open. Use a light steam iron and press the 
strips. Keep the strips straight as you press.

One 21” Strip 
Yields (7) arcs.
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NOTE - Special Note!: The paper piecing steps for Unit AR and 
Unit BL on page 8, 9, &, 10, are different than the steps written 
for Unit AL & BR on Page 11. The paper piecing for Unit AL 
& BR  includes adding the pieces cut with Template C & D 
between sewing Strip #3 and Strip #4. So pay attention to the 
instructions written for Steps 13-17 on Page 11. If you don’t 
,you will most likely end up rebuilding the Units!!!!!! 

Step 1
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Step 3

Unit AR


